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An Approximation Theorist’s View on
Solving Operator Equations
– with special attention to Trefftz, MFS, MPS, and DRM methods –
Robert Schaback1
Abstract: When an Approximation Theorist looks at well-posed PDE problems or
operator equations, and standard solution algorithms like Finite Elements, RayleighRitz or Trefftz techniques, methods of fundamental or particular solutions and
their combinations, they boil down to approximation problems and stability issues. These two can be handled by Approximation Theory, and this paper shows
how, with special applications to the aforementioned algorithms. The intention is
that the Approximation Theorist’s viewpoint is helpful fur readers who are somewhat away from that subject.

1

Introduction

Whenever a specific unknown function u∗ is to be numerically constructed from
whatever known information D(u∗ ) about it, an Approximation Theorist will first
look at trial spaces that can approximate the function well, including its data.
Whatever the potential numerical recipes are, the resulting errors for the calculated trial functions ũ should always be comparable to the achievable error when
approximating the true solution directly from the trial space, because that error
cannot be improved.
To make this argument work, operator equations and numerical algorithms come
in the way, unfortunately, and need to be surpassed, but they are not directly relevant to the Approximation Theorist’s argument. Consequently, this viewpoint
does not really care for the PDE or operator equation problem, and rightfully so,
because it turns out that convergence rates are not PDE-dependent, if stability can
be guaranteed. Then they depend only on the obtainable approximation error, and
the latter depends on the true solution, its smoothness, and the chosen trial space.
The PDE problem does not matter, as long as stability prevails, in a sense to be
worked out.
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Consequently, an Approximation Theorist will use solution techniques that are
approximation problems as well, and then the error analysis turns out to be quite
simple, as will be shown. The basic obstacles are stability problems that will be
handled via well–posedness of the operator equations, but then convergence rates
can be played back to Approximation Theory, as expected.
This paper approaches these goals step by step, summarizing results from [33, 34,
35], in a more concise form than before, and applying them later explicitly to Trefftz, MFS, MPS, and DRM cases in specialized sections. Readers may be puzzled
by the fact that Approximation Theorists avoid linear systems of equations and
prefer to work in terms of spaces, not bases. But it will be clear why. It simplifies
things and avoids additional instabilities.
The first step concerns analytic theory, starting from a general formulation of wellposed linear operator equations that allow FEM, Trefftz, MFS, and MPS methods.
It is assumed that the analytic problem has a solution, and that the operators themselves are not discretized, i.e. differential and boundary operators are not replaced
by finite differences, but applied directly to trial functions. The differential and
boundary operators that are defining a PDE problem are merged into one single
data map D : U → F that maps a function u ∈ U to the values D(u) ∈ F of the
operators in question. Solving the problem then consists of inverting D. A typical
case would be D(u) = (−∆u, u|Γ ) for a Poisson problem with Dirichlet data. It
will be assumed that the problem is stated in the form D(u) = f for a given f ∈ F,
but it is also assumed to be solvable by a function u∗ , i.e. f = D(u∗ ) holds for
some u∗ ∈ U . Furthermore, the problem should be well-posed in the sense
kukW P ≤ CW P kD(u)kF for all u ∈ U,

(1)

i.e. each function should be continuously recoverable from its data. The above
well-posedness norm k.kW P should be weaker than the norm k.kU on U and is
of central importance to the error analysis to follow. In case of elliptic boundary
value problems with the Maximum Principle, the well-posedness norm will be the
sup norm. This finishes the PDE side. The rest of the argumentation will not
depend on the PDE anymore, once the data map, the spaces, their norms, and the
true solution are fixed together with a well–posedness inequality (1). We shall
illustrate this in Section 2.
The second step is Approximation Theory. One should choose a finite-dimensional
trial space Ur ⊂ U that is able to approximate the true solution u∗ well. If it does
so, it will also approximate the data D(u∗ ) = f of u∗ well, i.e. one rather considers
the approximation of f = D(u∗ ) by functions fr ∈ Fr := D(Ur ) ⊂ F and expects
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that Approximation Theory has good news about the obtainable minimal error
inf k f − fr kF = k f − fr∗ kF =: η ( f , Fr , F).

fr ∈Fr

(2)

These approximations will hopefully determine the convergence rate of the algorithms that are to be defined for PDE solving as well, and the rate will hopefully not depend on the PDE problem. The well-known standard example is
that the classical FEM convergence rate is the PDE-independent convergence
rate of piecewise linear approximations in Sobolev spaces. But this basic PDEindependence of convergence rates holds in general and comes from Approximation Theory. We add details in Section 3.
The third step is Theoretical Numerical Analysis. If one solves approximation
problems instead of solving linear systems, namely by minimizing the residuals
f − D(ur ) = D(u∗ ) − D(ur ) over all D(ur ) in F, the convergence rates of the previous Approximation Theory step carry over to the numerical solution of the PDE
problem, and stability is automatically guaranteed by well-posedness. This is easy
to see via Fr := D(Ur ) and
ku∗ − u∗r kW P ≤ CW P k f − D(u∗r )kF ≤ CW P η ( f , Fr , F),

(3)

and is quite satisfactory, as far as error analysis and convergence rates are concerned. Stability problems do not arise as long as the analysis uses spaces, not
bases. Summarizing:
Theorem 1. Let a problem in the form D(u) = f with a data map D : U → F be
given and assume it is well–posed in the sense of (1). Pick a trial space Ur ⊂ U ,
form the space Fr = D(Ur ) and approximate f from Fr in the norm on V via (2).
Then the optimal solution fr∗ = D(u∗r ) satisfies the error bound (3), i.e. the error
in the solution, measured in the well–posedness norm, is is proportional to the
error of approximating the data of the true solution.
But the previous step employed approximation in function spaces, and this is not
easy to handle in practice. It concerned a much too theoretical instance of Numerical Analysis. Therefore we have to deal with a fourth step, namely the problem of
Discretization in Approximation Theory, replacing functions by finitely many values. This has nothing to do with PDE theory again, but it arises in the background
of numerical methods like MFS, MPS, Trefftz, or DRM. It is the part of Numerical
Analysis that handles approximation problems in function spaces and breaks them
down to some form of Linear Algebra or Optimization. Here, stability issues creep
in through the back door. It will be proven in Section 4 that certain approximation problems allow uniformly stable discretizations, if functions are replaced by
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sufficiently many values, and this applies to certain well-posed PDE problems or
operator equations in strong formulation. The final sections illustrate these results
for Trefftz techniques, the Methods of Fundamental or Particular Solutions, and
the Dual Reciprocity Method. The experimental paper [31] has many numerical
examples that support an Approximation Theorist’s view on these methods.
But before we go on, here is a seemingly trivial practical consequence of Theorem
1 concerning an a-posteriori error analysis:
Corollary 1. For a well–posed problem in the above sense, assume that a function
ũ ∈ U is produced by whatsoever method, and assume that the norm k f − D(ũ)kF
can be calculated. Then
ku∗ − ũkW P ≤ CW P k f − D(ũ)kF
is an error bound involving only the well-posedness constant.
Unfortunately, the literature on operator equations only rarely yields explicit upper bounds for CW P . This topic deserves much more attention in mathematical
research.
But the above argument allows a fair comparison of different numerical methods
that produce numerical solutions ũ for the same well–posed problem. Even if
CW P is not known, it is independent of the numerical techniques, and the actual
error k f − D(ũ)kF of approximating the data is a valuable information for the
comparison of methods. Far too many numerical papers insist on knowing the
true solution, and produce examples with unrealistically smooth true solutions.
Instead, it suffices to reproduce the data in the norm k.kF well, and hopefully
better than competing methods. If the data error k f − D(ũ)kF is presented in a
paper, and if the error does not meet the expectations of Approximation Theory,
there is a serious stability flaw in the presented method that needs special attention.

2

Operator Equations

We first specify which operator equations we shall consider, and how standard
PDE problems are subsumed.
By Section 1 an Approximation Theorist sees solving operator equations as a
numerically motivated detour from the central problem of approximating the true
solution u∗ by functions from the trial space. The detour is necessary, because
one has only indirect information about the solution, e.g. values of derivatives at
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certain places, or values of integrals of derivatives against certain test functions.
These are the available data D(u∗ ) of u∗ .
Thus an operator equation takes the form
D(u) = f

(4)

for a data map D : U → F between Banach spaces that is to be inverted. In
particular, we assume that f = D(u∗ ) is given, i.e. the problem is exactly solvable
by some u∗ ∈ U . The data map simply describes what is known about the solution,
e.g. the pair D(u) := ((−∆u)|Ω , u|∂ Ω ) for a standard strong Poisson problem on a
bounded domain Ω.
Besides solvability, we require well-posedness of the operator equation in the
sense of a well-posedness inequality (1). This implies continuous invertibility
of D, but needs some explanation, because it concerns the norms in U and F.
The norm in F also arises in the approximation problem (2) and should not be
too exotic. A typical bad case arises when setting up PDE problems in Hölder or
Sobolev space, because these carry norms that are not easy to access numerically.
For classical strong Dirichlet problems for uniformly elliptic self-adjoint secondorder differential operators L on compact domains Ω with boundary Γ, there is a
well-posedness inequality [3, p.14]
kuk∞,Ω ≤ kuk∞,Γ +CkLuk∞,Ω for all u ∈ U := C2 (Ω) ×C(Γ)

(5)

in the sup norm on U . Then we can choose the right-hand side as our norm in U
and get well-posedness also in the norm on U . The data space is F = C(Ω) ×C(Γ)
and carries manageable norms, the data map being defined via
D(u) := (Lu|Ω , u|Γ ) for all u ∈ U.
Weak problems are different, because they have other data maps. Authors should
always consider strong and weak “formulations” as completely separate problems,
not just two aspects of the same thing. The difference comes up when we write
the data maps in terms of infinitely many conditions. The strong Poisson problem
on Ω has infinitely many equations
−∆u(x) = f (x) = −∆u∗ (x), x ∈ Ω,
u(y) = g(y) =
u∗ (y), y ∈ ∂ Ω

(6)

while the corresponding weak problem consists of
(∇u, ∇v)L2(Ω) = (v, f )L2(Ω) = (∇u∗ , ∇v)L2 (Ω) , v ∈ H01 (Ω),
u(y) =
g(y)
=
u∗ (y),
y ∈ ∂ Ω,

(7)
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just another set of infinitely many equations. Note that by mixture of the above
cases one can pose very many different problems, with all kinds of differential
and boundary operators. But we refer the reader to [34] for details on handling
classical local and global weak problems with this approach.
For Trefftz methods [29, 22, 21, 23], one ideally has a homogeneous differential
equation and poses only boundary conditions. Then the data map D can consist
only of the boundary values, and the space U should be restricted beforehand to
homogeneous solutions. The Method of Fundamental Solutions (MFS, [24, 2, 19,
20, 9, 14, 28, 6]) is a special case. Details will be in Section 6.
If the homogeneous problem has a Maximum Principle, the well-posedness follows from it via
kuk∞,Ω ≤ kuk∞,Γ = kD(u)k∞,Γ for all u ∈ U
with the well-posedness norm k.kW P = k.k∞,Ω . Trefftz methods for problems
without a Maximum Principle need a different way of proving well-posedness.
The Method of Particular Solutions (MPS [1, 38, 8, 7, 13, 25, 4]) will be shown
in Section 7 to inherit its well–posedness from the well–posedness of the PDE
problem.

3

Approximation Problems

We now forget operator equations until Section 6 and consider approximation
problems (2) on data spaces F. These finite-dimensional linear approximation
problems clearly have solutions, but we are interested in the error η ( f , Fr , F) in
terms of the arguments. In many cases, Approximation Theory has good and
handy results, but other situations may be still open, e.g. the approximation by
traces of Fundamental Solutions, see Section 6. In general, errors decrease with
trial spaces getting larger and f getting smoother, at certain rates that are found in
the literature.
In general, users should try to get as much information on u∗ and f = D(u∗ )
as possible, and then select trial spaces Fr = D(Ur ) that approximate f = D(u∗ )
well. It will be shown below that the attainable approximation error dominates
the error in the operator equation solution, if stability issues are handled properly.
Remember that, in contrast to standard h-type finite elements, the approach from
Approximation Theory is free to choose good trial spaces, and this freedom should
be used wisely and not be overdone.
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For an extreme case, consider papers concerned with solving some PDE problem
in 2D, and providing an example with a true solution u∗ like
u∗ (x, y) = exp(ax + by)
for certain constants a and b, or other cases where one takes the exponential function of a low-degree polynomial. There are plenty of such papers , e.g. [17, 18]
for two randomly chosen recent instances. The solution can be approximated by a
polynomial of low degree to machine precision, the convergence being exponential in terms of the degree, for the function itself and all derivatives. No matter
what the PDE problem in the background is, as long as polynomials are taken
as trial functions, one has a numerical problem of just a few degrees of freedom,
and one should not need many data to get a solution up to very good accuracy,
whatever the PDE problem is. If there is no exponential convergence, something
has gone wrong. The same holds if the trial functions themselves have very good
approximations by polynomials, e.g. multiquadrics. Then one approximates an
approximate polynomial by approximate polynomials, and this can only fail if the
authors commit certain numerical crimes that we have to consider in what follows. It does not make sense to take trial spaces that are not close to polynomials
in such a case, but if non-polynomial trial spaces are used, papers should contain
an experimental comparison to polynomials that may outperform the trial space
actually used.

4

Discretizing Approximation Problems

We now reconsider approximation problems (2) on data spaces F, but from a
numerical perspective. In view of Corollary 1, we want a numerical method that
produces a function f˜r ∈ Fr with
k f − f˜r kF ≤ CA k f − fr∗ kF

(8)

with a factor CA ≥ 1 that should be independent of Fr . If this works, Corollary 1
yields the error bound
ku∗ − ũr kW P ≤ CW PCA k f − fr∗ kF = CW PCA η ( f , Fr , F)
for ũr ∈ U with D(ũr ) = f˜r in terms of the error provided by Approximation Theory, and we are done.
But the problem with (8) is that one cannot work directly on functions in Numerical Analysis. The standard discretization in Numerical Analysis replaces functions by finitely many of their values, using a surjective test or sampling map
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Ts : F → Vs that takes each function f ∈ F into a vector Ts ( f ) in a value space
Vs of finitely many real numbers, e.g. values at points, or integrals against test
functions. Of course, there is no stable recovery of f from Ts ( f ) because we have
only finitely many data.
Then (2) is replaced by a discrete approximation problem
∗
)kVs =: η (Ts ( f ), Ts(Fr ),Vs)
inf kTs ( f ) − Ts ( fr )kVs = kTs ( f ) − Ts( fr,s

fr ∈Fr

(9)

∗ ∈ F that can actually be calculated up to roundoff effects and
with a solution fr,s
r
numerical instabilities like bad choices of bases. To allow some leeway, one may
assume that one actually produces a f˜r,s ∈ Fr with

kTs ( f ) − Ts ( f˜r,s )kVs ≤ 2η (Ts ( f ), Ts(Fr ),Vs ).

(10)

When writing f˜r,s = D(ũr,s) ∈ Ur due to Fr = D(Ur ), the error bound (3) turns into
ku∗ − ũr,s kW P ≤ CW P k f − D(ũr,s )kF
but we have no grip on k f − D(ũr,s )kF . Instead, we have kTs ( f ) − Ts (D(ũr,s))kVs ,
but this is only a discrete norm. We need the transition from kTs ( f )kVs to k f kF ,
but this can only work on finite-dimensional subspaces.
Fortunately, Approximation Theory [30] helps with this again, because one can
ask for a stability inequality
k fr kF ≤ Cr,s kTs ( fr )kVs for all fr ∈ Fr

(11)

that inverts the sampling on the values of the trial space. This allows to let the
transition from the full approximation problem (2) to the discrete problem (9) be
stable in the sense
k f − f˜r,s kF ≤ k f − fr∗ kF + k fr∗ − f˜r,s kF
≤ η ( f , Fr , F) +Cr,s kTs ( fr∗ ) − Ts ( f˜r,s )kVs
≤ η ( f , Fr , F) +Cr,s kTs ( fr∗ ) − Ts ( f ))kVs +Cr,s kTs ( f ) − Ts ( f˜r,s )kVs
≤ η ( f , Fr , F) + 3Cr,s η (Ts ( f ), Ts(Fr ),Vs).
Theorem 2. Let a well-posed operator equation D(u) = f in the sense of Section
2 be given, and assume that for a trial space Ur there is a test discretization on
F via sampling maps Ts with (11) for Fr = D(Ur ). Then the approximate solution
f˜r,s = D(ũr,s ) of the discretized approximation problem (9) with (10) satisfies the
error bound
ku∗ − ũr,s kW P ≤ CW P (η ( f , Fr , F) + 3Cr,s η (Ts ( f ), Ts(Fr ),Vs))
in terms of approximation errors.

(12)
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This boils the problem down to stability inequalities (11) where we hope to bound
Cr,s independent of r and s. Note that this form of stability is necessary whenever
one works on finite values instead of functions and wants to conclude that small
discrete errors lead to small errors in function space. The latter cannot be bypassed, because discrete norms will not work in well-posedness inequalities. Any
technique that goes down to a finite system of equations or a finite approximation
problem will have to cope with such a stability argument, but experience shows
that authors only rarely care for the problem. If the data error kTs f − Ts D(ũr,s )kVs
in an application paper does not behave like what Approximation Theory predicts
for k f − Ts D(u∗r )kF = η ( f , Fr , F), either CA or Cr,s is not kept at bay, i.e. there is
a flaw in the algorithm.

5

Stability Inequalities

These are an interesting and important part of Numerical Analysis, and should be
brought to the attention of a wider audience. We start with a seemingly simple
classical case.
Assume a user wants to work in the space C[−1, +1] with polynomials of order
M, i.e. degree M − 1. All functions are replaced by their values on a set XN :=
{x1 , . . . , xN } ⊂ [−1, +1], and to let this identify polynomials of order M properly,
one should let XN consist of N ≥ M different points, by the Fundamental Theorem
of Algebra. A stability inequality like (11) then is
kpk∞,[−1,+1] ≤ CM,XN kpk∞,XN
for all polynomials of order M, but what is the minimal stability constant CM,XN ?
The answers of Approximation Theory are disppointing at first sight:
1. For M = N and equidistant points, CM,XN grows exponentially with M.
2. For M = N and Chebyshev-distributed points, CM,XN grows logarithmically
with M.
But if oversampling is used, the situation is much better:
1. For N ≥ π M and Chebyshev-distributed points, CM,XN is bounded independent of M.
2. For N ≥ CM 2 and equidistant points, CM,XN is bounded independent of M.
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The upshot is that replacing functions from an M–dimensional trial space by
N ≥ M function values is unstable unless values are taken at well-chosen points
and a serious amount of oversampling is applied. For users solving operator equations, using exotic trial spaces on nontrivial domains, this fact has to be taken into
account, because unbounded stability constants Cr,s spoil the approximation error
rates in (12). The same holds if users insist on having square linear systems. If
these arise from discretizing functions, instability must be expected. However,
if users choose examples with extremely smooth true solutions that lead to very
good or even exponential convergence, the effect is not observable.
But a sufficient amount of oversampling can lead to uniform stability under certain
circumstances. We state a special case of a result of [34] based on the extremely
useful norming set notion of [16]:
Theorem 3. For the space F = C(Ω) of continuous functions on a compact set Ω
under the sup norm and all finite-dimensional subspaces Fr there is a set Xs(r) of
points of Ω such that Cr,s(r) ≤ 2.
A weak variant is
Theorem 4. For the space F = L2 (Ω) of square-integrable functions on a compact
set Ω under the L2 norm and all finite-dimensional subspaces Fr there is a set of
normalized test functionals defining a sampling operator Ts such that Cr,s(r) ≤
2.
Like in Section 2, the difference between the strong and weak case lies in what
data means. In Theorem 4, normalized test functionals are L2 integrals against
compactly supported test functions with norm 1.
The above cases apply whenever the data space F consists exclusively of parts
that behave like C(Ω) or L2 (Ω). This fails if well-posedness is stated in Hölder
norms, but there is a bypass that will be treated elsewhere.

6

Trefftz Problems

As stated in section 2, a Trefftz problem for a homogeneous differential equation
with a Maximum Principle reduces to approximation on C(Γ) in the sup norm.
Thus Theorem 3 applies to the stability problem, implying
Theorem 5. Assume a well-posed problem for a homogeneous differential equation and Dirichlet boundary values, with the Maximum Principle being satisfied.
Then for any trial space of homogeneous solutions there is a sufficiently fine set of
test points on the boundary that guarantees uniform stability.
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It remains to check the approximation problem (2) in F = C(Γ). If played back to
a trial space Ur ⊂ U of homogeneous solutions, it turns into
inf ku∗ − ur k∞,Γ =: η (u∗|Γ ,Ur |Γ ,C(Γ))

ur ∈Ur

and now the ball lies in the field of Approximation Theory, but the latter has not
much to say about this, unfortunately.
If specialized to the MFS, the classical trial space consists of fundamental solutions centered on a fictitious boundary outside of the domain, but the approximation error is measured on the true boundary. This is a nasty approximation
problem that should get much more attention by Approximation Theorists. The
papers [32, 15] use special kernel-based trial spaces where these approximation
errors can be calculated, without any fictitious boundary. For the special case of
equidistant points on concentric circles and conformal images of such configurations, results of Katsurada [19, 20], handle the problem nicely by Fourier analysis.
However, a good general theory is still missing.

7

Method of Particular Solutions

Here one only has a differential operator as the data map D : U → F, and one
works with pairs (u j , f j ) = (u j , D(u j )) of trial functions spanning trial spaces Ur
and Fr = D(Ur ), respectively. Then, given a function f ∈ F, the approximation
problem (2) is posed, and this is completely independent of PDEs. If an approximation f˜r ∈ Fr is found, one has a function ũr ∈ Ur with D(ũr ) = f˜r that is taken
as the desired result.
However, the approximation problem (2) needs a discretization. If carried out in
C(Ω) with the sup norm, we can invoke Theorem 3, implying
Theorem 6. Assume a differential operator D : C p (Ω) → F = C(Ω) of order
p on a compact domain Ω ⊂ Rd . Then for any choice (Ur , Fr ) of trial spaces of
particular solutions with Fr = D(Ur ), there is a finite set X ⊂ Ω such that the
discretized approximation problem in the sup norm on X is uniformly stable in the
sense of Section 4, i.e. the full approximation error is at most twice the discrete
approximation error.
Often, the choice of the f j is done first, in order to use results on the approximation
error by these functions, but then one has to calculate the u j in order to transfer the
approximation back to U . In other cases, based on the smoothness of u∗ , one can
use functions u j that give good approximation errors including higher derivatives,
and then the calculation of the f j is easy.
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To compare these two in the kernel-based situation using the Whittle–Matérn kernels generating Sobolev spaces W2m (Rd ), we take the uniformly elliptic differential operator D = Id − ∆ that maps isometrically from W2m (Rd ) to W2m−2 (Rd ) and
back, by Fourier transform theory. Let us assume that the true solution u∗ is in
W2m (Rd ). If we start from translates of the kernel of W2m (Rd ) and form the images
under D, we know [36] that the L∞ error in F behaves like hm−2−d/2 where h is
the fill distance of the centers used to generate the trial spaces. If we work backwards, we have to approximate f = D(u∗ ), but this is only in W2m−2 (Rd ), and the
best possible approximation error in L∞ is again of order hm−2−d/2 . This implies
that finding the u j from the f j by complicated arguments is likely not to pay off.
The error is comparable in both cases. The MPS can be effectively carried out
from trial spaces Ur in U , using the spaces Fr = D(Ur ) for the approximation of
f.

8

Dual Reciprocity Method

But the Method of Particular Solutions ignores boundary conditions. The standard
application is a two-step technique for a problem of the form D = (L, B) with a
differential operator L and a boundary operator B, called Dual Reciprocity Method
[26, 27, 5].
If the problem is posed as D(u) = (L(u), B(u)) = f = ( fL , fB ), the MPS is applied
first to come up with an approximate solution of L(u) = fL , i.e. with a function
uMPS such that
k fL − L(uMPS )kF ≤ εMPS .
The previous section dealt with this part, including stability and error bounds.
The second step takes the boundary values of uMPS and solves the homogeneous
problem Lu = 0 with B(u) = fB − B(uMPS ) by a Trefftz or MFS technique. If we
stabilize the approximation on the boundary along the lines of Section 6, we get
kB(û) − B(ũ)k∞,Γ ≤ εT
for the approximate solution ũ and the true solution û for the above homogeneous
problem.
Note that both steps did not assume a full well-posedness. If we now assume a
well-posed Dirichlet problem with the Maximum Principle in the sense of (5), our
previous arguments imply
ku∗ − ũ − uMPS k∞,Ω ≤ ku∗ − ũ − uMPS k∞,Γ + kL(u∗ − ũ − uMPS )k∞,Ω
= kB(û) − B(ũ)k∞,Γ + k fL − L(uMPS )k∞,Ω
≤ εT + εMPS .
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Direct Optimal Recovery

We viewed methods for solving operator equations as an approximation of a function u∗ from their data D(u∗). In section 2 we looked at well–posed problems
where u∗ is fully and stably determined by the full data D(u∗ ) comprising infinitely many conditions, like in (6) and (7). Later, in Section 4, we went back to
only partial and finite data in order to have a numerically manageable problem.
From an Approximation Theory viewpoint, this can be seen as a detour. If only
finitely many data λ1 (u∗ ), . . ., λM (u∗ ) for linear functionals λ1 , . . ., λM ∈ U ∗ are
given right from the beginning, e.g. a finite selection of the data functionals in (6)
or (7), we should find the best approximation to u∗ using this information only.
Of course, this needs some regularization, and a simple way [37] is to go into
a suitable Hilbert space H ⊆ U on which the functionals are continuous and to
construct the function ũ ∈ H that has smallest norm and shares the same data, i.e.
satisfies the generalized interpolation conditions λ j (u∗ ) = λ j (ũ), 1 ≤ j ≤ M. By
standard arguments, the solution is a unique linear combination of the representer
functions u1 , . . ., uM in H of the functionals λ1 , . . . , λM , the coefficients being obtainable by solving a positive definite Gramian matrix with entries (λ j , λk ), 1 ≤
j, k ≤ M.
By another standard argument, the value ũ(x) for any fixed x is the best linear prediction of any function value there, provided that only the given data are available.
Given H and the data, there is no better way of solving the problem pointwise.
From a Machine Learning viewpoint in Hilbert Spaces, this is an optimal way of
learning the solution of an operator equation from given training data.
However, the method is not new at all. In the context of kernel-based techniques, it
is Symmetric Collocation [37, 10, 12, 11, 35], but it can also be seen as a RayleighRitz method. Due to its optimality properties, it is impossible to be outperformed
error–wise for the given data, but is has serious stability and complexity drawbacks that are hard to overcome. A special case, connected to Trefftz methods
and confined to potential problems, is in [32, 15], but it deserves extensions using new kernels implementing singularity-free homogeneous solutions of other
differential operators.
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